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Abstract 
This article presents a study that has explored the concept of intuitivity in HCI research. A literature                 
study was carried out on 76 articles published at the CHI conference between years 2004 and 2017, all                  
discussing or claiming to design for intuitivity in some capacity. The articles have been approached               
through the lens of discourse analysis, and an inductive reading has been carried out to identify                
different perspectives on intuitvity, and themes related to intuitivity that appear in the articles. Ten               
different perspectives on intuitvity have been found within these articles, providing different views on              
what intuitivity is, and how to design for it. As they mostly, with a few exceptions, argue that                  
intuitivity is a desirable quality despite these large differences in perspectives it is argued that the term                 
has an exclusionary quality, making that which it does not consider invisible. Implications of this are                
discussed, with a focus on the fact that all articles assume and design for able-bodied users. 

 

Sammanfattning 
I den här artikeln presenteras en studie som har utforskat konceptet intuitivitet i             
Människa-Datorinteraktion (MDI). En litteraturstudie har genomförts på 76 artiklar som publicerats           
vid CHI-konferensen mellan åren 2004 och 2017, som alla diskuterar eller gör anspråk på att designa                
för intuitivitet i någon bemärkelse. Dessa artiklar har angripits genom användande av diskursanalys,             
och en induktiv läsning har genomförts för att identifiera olika perspektiv på intuitivitet, samt teman               
relaterade till intuitivitet, som finns i texterna. Tio olika perspektiv på intuitivitet har hittats inom de                
artiklar som studerats som alla i någon mån ger olika idéer om vad intuitivitet är eller hur den uppnås.                   
Då de flesta artiklar, med några få undantag, presenterar intuitivitet som en eftersträvansvärd kvalitet              
trots ganska stora skillnader i perspektiv på begreppet argumenterar den här texten för att termen               
intuitivitet har en exkluderande kvalitet, där den osynliggör det som termen inte tar i åtanke.               
Implikationer diskuteras med fokus på det faktum att alla artiklar antar och designar för en normativt                
funktionell kropp. 
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ABSTRACT 
This article presents a study that has explored the concept of           
intuitivity in HCI research. A literature study was carried         
out on 76 articles published at the CHI conference between          
years 2004 and 2017, all discussing or claiming to design          
for intuitivity in some capacity. The articles have been         
approached through the lens of discourse analysis, and an         
inductive reading has been carried out to identify different         
perspectives on intuitvity, and themes related to intuitivity        
that appear in the articles. Ten different perspectives on         
intuitvity have been found within these articles, providing        
different views on what intuitivity is, and how to design for           
it. As they mostly, with a few exceptions, argue that          
intuitivity is a desirable quality despite these large        
differences in perspectives it is argued that the term has an           
exclusionary quality, making that which it does not consider         
invisible. Implications of this are discussed, with a focus on          
the fact that all articles assume and design for able-bodied          
users. 

Author Keywords 
Intuitivity; Critical Discourse Analysis; Humanistic HCI;      
Contemporary History of HCI; Able-bodiedness.  

INTRODUCTION 
Intuitivity is a concept that is commonly found within the          
field of Human Computer Interaction (HCI), and usually        
describes an ability of quickly being able to understand         
what actions are possible to achieve with an artifact. This          
term generally carries a strongly positive connotation when        
used to describe technical artifacts and methods of        
interaction, and great amounts of effort is put into shaping          
artifacts to be intuitive within the design industry. 

The field of HCI research shares many interests with the          
design industry, and large efforts are put into understanding         
intuitivity and creating intuitive artifacts within HCI       
research. Intuitivity as a term is used differently by different          
researchers, and holds different meanings in different       
contexts. These different ways of understanding intuitivity       

create different ways of conducting HCI research, and as         
such impact the results produced by the research. 

Michel Foucaults’ ideas of discourses can be utilized to         
help understand how language shapes both what is possible         
to understand and how this impacts us through creating         
structures of power, and thus help us understand the term          
intuitivity. Discourses, as a term as used by Foucault, can          
be seen as spaces created around language usage filled with          
implicit and explicit rules shaping what kind of discussion         
is possible within them [25]. Scientific articles, as an         
example, are partially shaped by formal requirements on        
layout, grammatics and peer review systems. But these        
articles are also partially shaped by previous research that         
has shaped the understanding of the researcher, and the         
values that shape that research. As these spaces shape what          
kind of actions are possible within them they shape the          
understanding that is possible to create from partaking in         
them. Exploration of discourses lets us understand both how         
our language usage influences the way we understand the         
world, as well as how our language usage impacts the          
world. 

I argue that researching how the term “intuitivity” is used          
within HCI research as a discourse could give us a better           
understanding of how this discourse creates (and limits)        
knowledge of HCI design as well as the world surrounding          
this field. Exploring this discourse also helps us understand         
how knowledge created through HCI research can impact        
HCI practice. 

LITERATURE OVERVIEW 
In the article Humanistic HCI [6] Jeffery and Shaowen         
Bardzell argue for the usefulness of humanistic approaches        
in HCI research. They present critical discourse analysis as         
an approach that can generate knowledge of how research         
systematically shapes the knowledge and identities it       
produces, and have together with David Roedl contributed        
with a study utilizing this approach to examine the position          
of the maker in contrast to that of the user in HCI research             
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[48]. The study presented in this paper aims to use this           
approach to explore the term intuitivity as used in HCI          
research articles as a field of discourse, to create         
understanding of how the term is used, and how this usage           
shapes both research and the world outside of research. 

Theoretical Framework 
The theories of discourse that Michel Foucault has        
developed [25] are central to the study presented in this          
paper. This section will give an explanation to the         
theoretical concepts that have been implemented in the        
study presented in this paper. 

Foucaults’ discourses are, in this project, understood to be         
changeable systems that create categories such as facts,        
values and/or knowledge. [25, p. 37-103] A book or an          
article would become part of a discourse if it somehow          
reproduced and/or changed the contents of that discourse,        
and could be part of multiple discourses at once. As an           
example one could imagine an article writing that “familiar         
interfaces are intuitivite to users as they can utilize         
experience from other artifacts, making the interface easier        
to learn how to use.” This fictional example would have          
been formed by discourses on familiarity (as meaning        
“something acquired through experiencing things”),     
intuitivity (as “something born from familiarity, resulting in        
ease of learning”) and the user (as “someone who has          
experience of interaction with artifacts”) amongst others. 

A central part of the discourse is that of the instances           
through which it manifests itself, the utterances [25, p.         
107-169]. These can be understood as the meaning bearing         
entities through which meaning is communicated. While       
these utterances can include anywhere meaning can be take         
place, they aren’t the “parts” that make them up as much as            
a force that shapes meaning. (Ink on a paper isn’t an           
utterance, nor is it the language through which one might          
read the ink on that paper, but the utterance is that which            
has been read from that paper.) Discourse analysis aims to          
explore how different utterances are related to each other,         
and how these relationships are formed and transformed, as         
the forces that produce these utterances are the discourses.         
This implies that different occurrences of the same word         
should be treated as different, albeit (probably) related        
utterances, as they can create different meanings. 

That an analysis of a discourse dismisses the validity of the           
categories that appear in it could seem to be a bit of a             
problem for carrying out a discursive analysis. How could a          
study that sets out to explore how the concept of intuitivity           
shapes HCI research claim to study the concept of         

intuitivity, if it also dismisses the thought of there being          
such a thing as a single, unified concept of intuitivity?          
Foucault argues that this does not pose any problem for the           
validity of a discourse analysis, as it sets out to explore a            
system which is itself the source of this category. So by           
assuming that there is no such thing as intuitivity one can           
gather material that itself claims to discuss the same topic          
of intuitivity, and as such generate a set of data that has            
been formed within the limits of the discourse of intuitivity. 

Discursive formations are a central concept in the discourse         
analysis of Michel Foucault. These can be seen as the forces           
or rules that shape the way people partake in discourses.          
Steve Harrison, Deborah Tatar and Phoebe Sengers propose        
that HCI research has been formed by three different waves          
[32], which could serve as examples of different discursive         
formations. A researcher active in HCI during the second         
wave would have to relate their research to contemporary         
research, and conduct it using the tools available to them.          
These would shape their research in a different manner than          
someone partaking in the third wave of HCI, who would          
have other literature to relate their work to, other tools to           
conduct their research with, etc. 

A separate concept that is featured in this study is that of            
phenomenological philosophy. It is described as playing a        
central role within this third wave of HCI [32], and as this            
study has used the ideas about waves in HCI to make the            
demarcation a description is in order. The way I have          
approached phenomenology in these articles is through Sara        
Ahmeds introduction to phenomenology in her book Queer        
Phenomenology, focusing on the thoughts of Husserl and        
Heidegger [3]. Phenomenology provides a worldview that       
starts with the body, and extends outwards from it. Artifacts          
take on different shapes, and thus works differently, for         
different bodies within this train of thought. A table will          
look different for someone standing close to it compared to          
someone standing far away from it, or watching it from          
above. Similarly it will provide different functions for        
different bodies; an author will be able to utilize a table as a             
workspace in different way to a mason. Through this kind          
of different use, items, and bodies, are also shaped; the          
same table can become a writing table or a workbench for           
masonry, depending on how it is used. (And akin to how the            
tables are shaped through action, bodies take on different         
shapes as well through actions, in our case becoming         
authors and masons through doing different things.) 

Performativity is a term originating in the field of         
linguistics, which is used to describe acts of speech that          
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generate categories and ontological qualities, rather than       
simply reflecting them [5]. A common example of this is          
rites of marriage, where pronouncing ones agreement to the         
marriage makes one married. I will be using this term to           
describe the phenomena described in phenomenological      
philosophy where actions shape bodies. 

Related Work 
There is a large body of work in HCI that explores and            
discuss the concept of intuitivity, e.g. [33, 36, 19, 41, 38,           
47]. The study presented in this paper is fundamentally         
different from these in that it explores the appearance of the           
word intuitivity in this research, rather any kind of         
phenomena that is present in the usage of artifacts. 

Another group of research within HCI uses the term         
discourse analysis to describe research somehow relating to        
discussions. Here we find research that uses discourse        
analysis as a way to categorize intentions, moods and         
information exchange in discussions [22], research      
discussing the language use surrounding technology as       
detrimental to the use of the technology [56], and research          
that examine how designers justify design choices in design         
work teams [26]. These studies differ from the one         
presented in this paper in that they view the concept of           
discourse differently. Rather than seeing the discourse as an         
aggregation of information like an internet discussion or        
meetings held in a work team, this study views them as           
systems which regulate and generate facts, values and        
understanding. This leads to a different way of approaching         
the material that has been studied, as it is seen as central to             
the way that academic knowledge is produced and        
reproduced. 

A major source of inspiration for this study has been that of            
Henrik Åhmans work on materiality, the self and interaction         
[1]. Åhman, who has supervised this study, uses an         
approach similar to mine to map out how materiality and          
the self appear in HCI research. Further there is Elizabeth          
Goodmans’ study on the discourses of environmentalism in        
HCI, which also utilizes discourse analysis to analyze        
discourses within HCI research [28]. This study is similar to          
those in that it uses a similar understanding of the effects of            
discourse. Instead of studying the concepts of materiality        
and the self, or that of environmentalism, this study has          
studied the concept of intuitivity in HCI research. 

METHOD 
The study that this paper present has aimed to explore the           
usage of the term “intuitivity” as it appears in HCI research,           
and this section of the article describes the method through          

which this has been done. First the demarcations and         
limitations that have been made are presented, followed by         
a description of how the search and the analysis were          
carried out. 

Research Demarcations 
The field of HCI research is one that can be difficult to            
define. Jonathan Grudin argues that HCI research has        
developed in relation to multiple, different outside       
disciplines, each of which has resulted in different forms of          
HCI research [30]. Similarily, Steve Harrison, Phoebe       
Sengers and Deborah Tatar argue that there are three         
different paradigms of HCI research, separated by different        
worldviews, research practices and desired research      
outcomes [32]. While these paradigms are temporal, they        
seem to have starts and ends, also overlap and coexist. If           
this is the case discourse analysis could be able to find           
different perspectives of thoughts represented in the       
discourse that could be connected to these waves or         
fragments. 

To indicate the difference between different parts of HCI,         
Grudin creates two categories: Human Computer      
Interaction, a wider definition including multiple      
disciplines; and Computer Human Interaction, which      
mainly includes computer science, and the materials       
published through ACM SIGCHI and the CHI conference        
[30]. To demarcate the area of HCI this study has studied a            
set of papers published at the CHI conference, thus         
following the narrow definition of Grudin. This is similar to          
the demarcation Åhman makes his PhD Thesis, where a         
“semi-narrow” definition has complemented CHI articles      
with articles found through google scholar searches [1].  

Search Process 
A search for articles on the topic of intuitivity was carried           
out between the 10:th and 12:th of april, 2017, resulting in           
76 different articles being included in this study. The search          
for articles has been carried out using the ACM Digital          
Library databases’ search engine. The following search       
limitations has been made: 

Search Term 
A search for the term “intuitive” has been made, limited to           
articles published at the CHI conference.  

Publication Date 
Only articles and extended abstracts published from 2004        
up to the time of writing have been chosen. This has been            
done both to aim in on articles that might be indicative of            
the conditions that shape articles contemporary to this one,         
and to limit the number of articles to a reasonable number           
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to study. The limitation has also been chosen as it covers           
what Harrison et. al. has named the phenomenological        
paradigm of HCI research [32]. By doing this I hope to be            
able to see how the paradigms of the past might still be            
present in research of the contemporary paradigm, and how         
research within the contemporary paradigm might try to        
differentiate itself from the research of the “old” paradigms. 

Selection Method 
Only articles and extended abstracts that explicitly mention        
the words intuitivity or intuition, and do so in ways where           
the term is descriptive of something, have been chosen.         
This has been done to sort out publications where the word           
intuitivity only appears without the author making any        
connections to it. Articles that simply state something along         
the lines of “we found this to be intuitive” without          
explaining why they make that judgement were deemed to         
have a small impact on how the word is understood,          
compared to articles that explicitly discuss intuitivity or        
designs found to be intuitive. A few articles had to be           
excluded as they were written in languages which I do not           
speak, that were found as they featured the word intuitivity          
in their english abstracts. 

Analysis 
To conduct the analysis an inductive reading has been done          
of the articles, in which the use of the words “intuitivity”           
and “intuitive” have been focused on. This reading has been          
carried out by approaching the articles without expectations        
of finding anything specific, to return to the articles to          
compare them to each other, or explore topics of interest          
found in other articles. To generate comparative       
information on the use of the words in the articles I have            
explored them from the same points of inquiry, taking note          
of similarities and differences that can be found amongst         
the articles. The main point of inquiry reads “How does this           
article define intuitivity?”, while other inquiries such as        
“How does this article relate intuitivity to ideas about the          
user?” have been generated as the reading has been carried          
out. As the main interest has been to explore the term           
intuitvity the reading has skipped large parts of text where          
the word doesn’t appear or hasn’t related to the inquiries          
somehow. 

The results of these inquiries have been used to group          
similar articles together. The results of the main inquiry,         
that of how the articles define intuitivity, has been used to           
group the articles up in groups of different intuitivities. How          
the article can be seen as part of a wave within HCI            
research has been used to help categorize these different         

kinds of intuitivities. The categories created here are        
presented in the results section, followed by descriptions of         
the other concepts that appear alongside that of intuitivity.  

RESULT 
This chapter will present the different perspectives of        
intuitivity found within the articles that have been analysed,         
followed by descriptions of how these articles relate        
intuitivity to the natural, the user, intention and a         
description of how ideas of phenomenology appears in the         
articles. 

Almost all articles view intuitivity as a desirable quality that          
appears either in artifacts or in interactions with artifacts,         
and many articles justify the research that they describe by          
expressing a need for intuitive artifacts. But while        
intuitivity is almost ubiquitously considered good, it doesn’t        
appear to hold the same meaning across the articles that          
have been examined. Different perspectives of intuitivity       
appear in the articles, each shaping how intuitivity is         
understood and utilized as a concept. Multiple of these         
perspectives can appear in the same article; intuitive can         
mean both “artifact that is easy to learn” as well as “artifact            
that is familiar to the inexperienced user” in the same          
article. In these cases the most dominant idea has been used           
to categorize the article. 

Intuitivity as Unconscious Use 
A relatively small group of the examined articles view         
intuitivity as unconscious use [33, 42]. Here intuitivity is         
strongly connected with human information processing, and       
intuitive use is defined as a kind of (efficient,) unconscious          
use which can be carried out without deliberation. As         
intuitivity is a form of efficiency of information        
transmission, intuitivity is measured through the time it        
takes to conduct information transmission between      
interfaces and their users [42]. This automated and efficient         
use is enabled through certain qualities in interfaces and         
artifacts, and the articles examined here express an aim to          
produce design guidelines which will help designers create        
artifacts enabling intuitive use. This group fits the        
description of the second wave of HCI that Harrison et. al.           
describe [32] relatively well, with a similar view of HCI as           
a process of information transmission from a computer to a          
human. 

Intuitivity as Unobtrusiveness 
The largest group by far of the views intuitivity as a           
property which facilitate ease or fluidity of use; an intuitive          
design doesn’t get in the way of what the user is aiming to             
do. This group of research could be seen to correspond to a            
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more contemporary trend in HCI, often taking an interest in          
more ubiquitous computing and/or HCI in domestic and        
everyday spaces. While this is similar to the        
phenomenological wave described in [32], there are many        
differences (as well as other similarities) between the        
articles analyzed in this study and phenomenological       
philosophy. This will be shown later in the results section. 

Familiar Interfaces 
One of the perspectives of intuitivity that appear in the          
analysed articles is intuitivity as the ability to use         
previously acquired experience to interact with an unknown        
artifact, which appears in thirteen of the articles analyzed in          
this study. Here intuitivity appears when users are        
introduced to systems that are similar to ones they have          
previous experience with, and can be designed for by         
creating artifacts that are similar to the ones the user has           
previous experience of, or that can be explained through a          
metaphor as something the user understands [55, 36, 21,         
37]. Some of these articles also state that it is important for            
intuitive interfaces to be compatible with the previous        
experience of the user [11]. Here users bring with them a           
large set of previous experience and knowledge of        
interaction, and thus an intuitive artifact has to not invoke          
incorrect ideas about it. 

Natural Interfaces 
A major grouping, fourteen of the articles, very similar to          
the research on familiar interfaces, is research on the topic          
of natural interfaces. Natural interfaces are interfaces that        
generally try to produce some kind of virtual or digital          
components that are interacted with as if it was a physical           
or analog component. This is claimed to be intuitive in that           
users will be able to utilize their previous knowledge of          
physical artifacts to engage with this virtual/digital       
component [51, 19, 44]. Just like with familiar interfaces         
intuitivity appears here when a user can understand a         
natural interface they previously haven’t encountered      
through previously existing knowledge [51, 44]. Intuitivity       
thus appears when a design has been created in a manner           
that is consistent with qualities found in the physical world.          
Examples of this includes interfaces where intuitivity is        
achieved when the spatiality of the interaction matches that         
of the task, or where information is shown through a          
medium directly dependent on the visualized information       
[8, 27]. Correlation between physical movement and the        
interface is also a source of intuitivity, which leads to          
interfaces where virtual avatars are moved through having        
the user perform the move they wish to have the avatar           
perform being intuitive [41]. Tangibility or physicality can        

also itself be a source of intuitivity, or through hiding the           
computational elements of an artifact [31, 39]. A notable         
example criticizes the usefulness of the terms natural and         
intuitive in HCI research, and argues for replacing the term          
natural with the term entrenched [9]. 

Movement-based Interfaces 
Using movement of bodies to interact with artifacts is itself          
something which is seen as a source of intuitivity, as can be            
seen in six of the research articles examined. While many of           
the articles that are part of the discourses on natural          
interfaces tie into this discourse, where being directly        
manipulatable is a necessary part of the interface, some         
articles argue that intuitivity appears when users somehow        
use their body movement to interact with technical artifacts.         
This results in articles describing gesture-based interaction,       
interfaces utilizing the body of the user as a surface, or           
interfaces providing tactile feedback as intuitive [10, 27,        
12]. Here the physicality, or tangibility, of the technical         
solution can be a source of intuitivity [12].  

Intuitivity as Ease-of-learning 
Out of the examined articles thirteen have used the term          
intuitivity to describe a quality in artifacts that makes them          
easy to understand by people without any previous        
experience of it, or where users are quick to learn how the            
artifact “works” [14, 60]. This distinguishes them from the         
articles on familiar interfaces, where it’s argued that        
intuitivity comes from the design being relevant to the         
previous experiences of its users, rather than being usable         
by someone without any previous experience. Here we also         
find articles that aim to find gestures and interactions that          
are the first that users would try when told to conduct a task             
with an interface [29, 20], and a notable example that          
examines the benefits of unintuitive, hard-to-use interfaces       
[9]. 

Intuitivity as Intention Prediction 
Seven articles analyzed in this study view intuitive        
interfaces as interfaces which try to predict the intention of          
their users. By creating artifacts which can predict users’         
intended use this research aims to produce interfaces that a          
user can use without having to think of how they use it [17,             
59, 43]. This is a kind of use very similar to intuitivity as             
unconscious use, but without any claims to produce        
interfaces that are effective at transmitting information.       
Here we also find a group of three articles that see error            
resistance as a source of intuitivity. As an example of this is            
an article describing an adaptive mouse, which senses how         
its’ user has placed their hand on it and reads clicks with            
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different fingers as input, rather than clicks on different         
switches [52].  

Intuitivity as Simplicity 
Six articles view intuitivity as simplicity, or lack of         
complexity. Here interfaces are made intuitive by providing        
a simplified model of some information that is to be          
presented to the user, or where interfaces have been         
designed with a limited set of features [49, 50, 53]. 

Intuitivity as Predictability 
Five of the analyzed articles see intuitivity as stemming         
from predictability, and aim to produce interfaces that has         
their users be able to predict the outcome of the actions they            
take with the interfaces [34, 58, 54]. 

Intuitivity as Instinctive Thought 
Seven of the analyzed articles have used intuitivity to         
describe an instinctive thought or a “gut feeling”, akin to          
the traditional opposite of rationality. Some of these articles         
focus on describing how intuition impacts user behaviour,        
or uses user intuition to justify designs [46, 57]. Others use           
the term to describe initial ideas that lack reasoning, while          
others see it as an integral part of HCI design workflow [45,            
4]. Interestingly, [57] argues that their counterintuitive       
interface design would reduce cognitive load and make their         
interface more “cognitively natural” [57, p. 3], a quality that          
would be described as intuitive by the articles that argue          
that intuitivity is unconscious use [42]. Viewing intuitivity        
as a part of HCI design and a force that creates ideas based             
on previous experience and expectations also opens up for         
critique arguing that envisioning the design of the future by          
intuition will result in failure to produce accurate        
predictions, as the researcher is too dependent on their         
history [39]. 

Intuitivity as the Users’ Judgement 
Two of the articles deem artifacts intuitive as they have          
been described as intuitive by users during user tests [15,          
16]. While many other articles use user testimonials as a          
basis for claiming a design to be intuitive, these articles use           
it as their main reasoning for describing designs as intuitive. 

Related Discourses 
Intuitivity as concept doesn’t appear alone throughout the        
articles surveyed in this study; instead it appears in relation          
to other concepts, and as such is shaped by multiple          
different discourses. These concepts are, like intuitivity,       
part of discourses that appear in the surveyed articles. This          
section will present a group of concepts that have been          
found within the articles as relating to the concept of          

intuitvity. 

The Natural 
One of the more prominent discourses that appear in         
relation to intuitivity is that of the natural. A group of           
articles that aim to produce an intuitive interface also aim to           
produce one that is natural, such as [36, 8, 41, 14, 49, 34].             
The natural is the opposite of the artificial, the constructed,          
the digital and the arbitrary. Interfaces that are natural like          
this are seen to better match the innate capabilities of their           
users. More natural interfaces are needed to counter the         
complexity of artifice as computers become more       
commonly embedded in everyday life, or to create        
interfaces that are understandable and useable [14, 49]. [27]         
sees the natural as the opposite of the symbolic, as that           
created through arbitrary code, and as such something that         
has to be learned when the natural doesn’t. (It should also           
be noted that the articles I have grouped together as          
“natural” interfaces don’t necessarily mention the natural,       
as exemplified by [44].) 

The User 
The user plays a central role in most articles that have been            
analyzed in this study, and they do so in different ways.           
Articles presenting interfaces designed to be familiar to the         
user identify other artifacts, metaphors and physical       
qualities they can expect the user to have knowledge of, and           
design the interfaces according to what they expect their         
users to already know [36, 55, 51]. Other articles utilize          
qualities that they see in their users, and design interfaces          
that is adapted to, and take advantage of those qualities [33,           
27, 41, 38]. Variance in ability in the user is never           
considered, while variance in experience and knowledge of        
the user is sometimes reflected on. 

Intention 
The intention of the user has shaped most articles that have           
appeared in this study. This is most obvious in the articles           
that present interfaces that try to predict the intention of          
their users, and the ones that aim to be easy to use (easy to              
get your intended outcome from). These articles argue that         
intuitive interfaces are the one through which the user         
achieve their intended goals [14, 43, 52]. Even articles that          
don’t base their understanding of intuitivity on intention per         
se still generally sets out to design interactions and artifacts          
that facilitate some kind of intended outcome, which leads         
to most interface evaluations presenting some kind of task         
for their users to conduct with the interface. As an example           
we can look at an article that argues that intuitive use is that             
which springs spontaneously and naturally when engaging       
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with an artifact, yet still use intention-based tasks to         
discover that which is intuitive [29]. 

Phenomenology 
In some sense the way that intuitivity is approached in the           
articles is similar to how philosophers within the field of          
phenomenology understand use of artifacts. Many articles       
justify their research into intuitive interfaces through       
arguing that intuitive interfaces let a larger set of users          
engage with them, e.g. [60]. This implies a view where          
differences in the user impacts how they are able to utilize a            
given artifact, which is consistent with phenomenological       
ideas about how artifacts provide different uses for different         
bodies. It should be noted that the differences considered         
are differences in knowledge or experience, and not        
differences such as able-bodiedness, and not all articles that         
view intuitivity as familiarity consider that there might be         
such a thing as difference in knowledge. 

How intuitivity exists as a quality to the user is viewed           
differently in different articles. A phenomenological stance       
would most probably argue that qualities such as intuitivity         
exist in relation to a body, as intuitivity is seen as           
something related to the use of artifacts and different bodies          
are able to use different artifacts in different ways. Few          
articles argue that this is the case, however, and even          
research on familiar interfaces where one could expect the         
researchers to reflect on the fact that different users might          
have different experiences to draw on when using an         
artifact don’t consider this [55, 36, 11]. It should be          
mentioned that some articles do reflect on this, e.g. [37].  

Notably very few articles really consider how the use of the           
artifacts they are designing is shaping the artifacts. As         
shown in the description of intention in articles on         
intuitivity, most evaluation produce tasks for users to        
conduct with artifacts, and only consider those tasks when         
judging the intuitiveness of the artifact. Never is it         
considered, in relation to intuitvity, that the way an artifact          
is placed or used could impact the way that artifact          
functions. Not even the articles arguing that intuitive        
actions are the ones that first come to mind would place an            
artifact in an environment and explore how it is used. As           
such they never really consider performative aspects of        
interfaces, which plays a central role in phenomenology. 

DISCUSSION 
This section will discuss the findings of this study and their           
implications. This is done through presenting the findings        
of this study and connecting them with other texts         
discussing relevant topics. This section will discuss: how        

the term intuitivity is used, whom this use favours,         
naturality in HCI, and the category of phenomenological        
HCI. This is followed by a discussion of the methods used           
in this study, and future research will be suggested. 

Plurality of Intuitivity 
As is made evident in the result section the concept of           
intuitivity can hold very different meanings across different        
articles within HCI research. That there is such a large          
difference between how different articles use the word        
intuitivity, and that it is almost exclusively a positive         
quality that HCI research aims to produce, is reason to          
argue that the term intuitvity is a mystified concept.         
Elizabeth Minnich argues that concepts that have been        
mystified within academic reasoning are concepts that are        
both “obvious” within the system of reason, yet carry many          
different meanings enough to make them hard to reason         
about [40 p. 103-109, 169-174]. The mystification of these         
terms serves structures of domination within academic       
thought according to Minnich, both upholding and making        
invisible structures of power reproduced through academia.       
Similarily, Ernsto Laclau describes the concept of floating        
signifiers as terms that hold multiple meanings and as such          
can be used to mean what the speaker needs them to mean,            
use of which rallies speakers toward a hegemonic        
(dominant) understanding [35]. Within HCI research I       
would argue intuitivity holds a position similar to these,         
where it can take on a wide range of meanings, all of which             
are presented as obviously desirable goals for HCI research         
to strive towards. (Apart from a few notable exceptions [45,          
38, 47, 9].) 

Who does Intuitivity Serve?  
Intuitivity is very clearly described as something that is of          
use for the people who will use the intuitive artifact. Many           
articles aim to produce interfaces that will be useable by          
some kind of general users, while others value the input of           
professionals and other more specific groups of people who         
are developed for. The way these users engage with their          
artifacts is intention driven, and the artifact is designed to          
allow the user to complete certain tasks in a manner that is            
consistent with the designers idea of intuitivity.  

While there is a drive to create accessible technology and          
allow a wider group of people to engage with the world           
being presented, the articles that have been surveyed never         
consider some differences that will impact how the user can          
use the artifact. This opens up for critique of the universal           
user that e.g. Shaowen Bardzells’ Feminist HCI describes        
[7]. Bardzell shows how ideas of universal design makes         
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marginal users invisible in the design of artifacts, which can          
lead to artifacts being unusable by some people while         
they’re useable by others. In the articles explored in this          
study one such difference that might occur amongst users         
that is never taken into consideration is variance in ability.          
All articles assume that the users that are being designed for           
have a normatively abled body. Alan Foley and Beth A.          
Ferri argue that this assumption that the user is uniform in           
terms of ability results in designs that premiere the         
normatively abled body over other bodies [23]. This lack of          
consideration results in people of different abilities to be         
excluded from different social and physical spaces. 

An example from the articles in this study would be [41],           
that argues that body movement that the user would use to           
physically conduct a task would translate well into an input          
method for a virtual character. The way they design this          
movement is through having the user use leg movement         
(knee flexing), and deem this kind of connection between         
body movement and spatial movement an intuitive (and        
thus desirable) way to move a virtual character. Far from          
everyone moves around using their legs, and the interface         
designed in this example would allow certain bodies while         
inhibiting other bodies from using it, without really        
reflecting on how this happens. And since this might be          
more of a “mechanical” variance in ability that isn’t being          
considered, it’s important to point out that differences in         
cognitive ability is also never considered in the articles         
either. Movements such as the neurodiversity movement       
[18] would argue that different people work differently        
cognitively, and that a given artifact can provide different         
functions for different people. An example could be        
considering how someone dyslexic might or might not be         
able to use a hypothetical text-based interface intuitively,        
and how the design thus does or does not contribute to a            
world more difficult to inhabit by people who are dyslexic. 

Further one could argue that the articles that have been          
examined in this study reinforce the notion that the         
normatively abled body is the one that is to be designed for,            
through producing research that only considers the norm.        
To connect with the workings of mystified concepts as         
forces through which structures of dominance are       
articulated and reproduced one could argue that the        
“openness” of the term reproduces this exclusion and makes         
it invisible. That intuitivity can take on a great variety of           
meanings, but never considers anyone outside of the        
able-bodied, reproduces the idea that people outside of the         
norm are not to be accounted for by intuitive design. 

The Natural 
The natural is a concept that appears in the work of           
Foucault, amongst others. In the History of Madness and         
Civilization the natural appears as a quality with a very          
strong positive connotation [24]. Things that are not        
supposed to be, things that are to be corrected, are branded           
unnatural, such as the animalistic madness that appears        
during the 17th century [24, p. 132-162]. The natural is the           
opposite of this, that which is supposed to be, and that           
which is desireable. This kind of strong positive        
connotation still lives on, where natural talent is praised, we          
can use makeup to look more natural, and be dissuaded          
from eating food described as unnatural. As such it really          
isn’t strange to see the natural to be considered a positive           
quality within HCI interfaces.  

Judith Butler, a post-structuralist philosopher, provides a       
relevant critique against the “natural” categories of sex [13].         
Butler argues that the natural is used to place categories          
outside of culture, as if they existed before they were put           
into language. This naturality is used to position certain         
ideas as inevitable, unchangeable and right; as that which is,          
and that which ought to be. While she argues that the           
categories of sex and gender in specific do not exist as           
natural categories, this argument is one that can be applied          
to other claims of natural qualities.  

How exactly would one create a natural design that forgoes          
the cultural production of designing? How can one design         
be more natural than another, and what does this tell us? I            
would argue that the natural, just like in the understanding          
of sex/gender, could make us miss critical understanding of         
the categories we take for granted. An example of this could           
be [45] that aims to create an interface able to utilize the            
natural cognitive capacities of the user, never considering        
the fact that some people might function differently with         
their cognition. Further, artifacts like this, whether “natural”        
or not, are always created, used and understood through a          
process that never simply is. So rather than trying to achieve           
and understand natural qualities in artifacts, maybe       
approaches that avoids aiming for the natural would create a          
clearer understanding of technology and the use thereof as         
something that is created rather than just being there. 

Implications 
Researchers are quite clearly aiming to create intuitive        
design with a goal to provide some kind of positive or even            
empowering artifact or interaction for their users. At the         
same time intuitivity has such a wide variety of meanings          
it’s difficult for this research to strive for the same thing,           
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and the term works in a way that excludes groups of people            
from being considered in this research. As such striving for          
intuitivity might not be a very fruitful aim for research.          
Instead maybe some other, more clearly defined aim would         
be better suited to guide research rather than a strive for           
some general good. Further a more critical stance towards         
intuitivity might benefit research that aims to work in an          
emancipatory or empowering fashion, as (one could argue        
that) current use of the term does exclude different groups          
of people from being considered in HCI. 

People within HCI who are not producing research might         
also want to consider the results of this study when          
engaging with research discussing and exploring intuitivitiy       
and intuitive interfaces. A designer who engages with this         
research might thus want to consider these difference when         
they themselves are aiming to design something intuitive,        
and would arguably benefit for asking what they aim to          
achieve with this intuitivity, and how the research might         
help with that. Similarly those who teach within HCI         
through holding lectures or writing textbooks might want to         
show and discuss these differences, as the concept is an          
ideal that HCI in many cases strives towards. Exploring and          
discussing intuitivity and its’ differences should hopefully       
reveal parts of the design ideals that are communicated         
through HCI education, and thus provide students with a         
clearer and more critical sense of what they are taught to           
strive towards, and what consequences that might bring.  

A Phenomenological Wave of HCI? 
A large portion of the articles that were analyzed in this           
study have been described as being part of the a group of            
articles related to the third wave of HCI, which is described           
as one with a more phenomenological approach to (use of)          
technology [32]. The articles that were associated with this         
movement did, however, not share that many similarities        
with phenomenology as one might expect. While they        
generally seem to acknowledge that relationships between       
bodies and artefacts impacts how technology can be used,         
and do see technology as a part of the space that bodies            
inhibit, they never acknowledge many of the central ideas         
of phenomenological philosophy. As these articles      
(generally) never fully acknowledges how the position and        
shapes of bodies impact use of technology, and don’t really          
discuss the performative exchange that happens between       
bodies and artefacts, I find it difficult to see these articles as            
part of a phenomenological tradition. 

While the articles on intuitivity generally didn’t connect to         
more phenomenological or more critical understanding of       

HCI, there most certainly are articles that approach HCI         
from these perspectives. (Such as [7].) Maybe it would be          
worth considering distinguishing between these articles that       
have more of an anthropological or phenomenological       
approach to HCI, and articles that have more of a          
design-oriented approach towards HCI when writing the       
history of HCI? 

Method Critique 
This study has claimed to study HCI as a field, and done so             
through limiting the research material to papers published at         
the CHI conference. This isn’t an obvious choice to make,          
especially not in the context of critical discourse analysis. In          
his book Madness and Civilization Michel Foucault       
describes a highly diverse set of research material being         
used in his study, which includes amongst other things the          
wards that were used to keep people deemed insane in          
bondage [24, p. 132-162]. Just like how one can argue that           
the way these hospitals are designed is a part of the           
discourses of insanity one could argue that there is much          
more to the discourses of HCI than just the articles and           
extended abstracts published at the CHI conference. Other        
arenas than the CHI conference most probably influence the         
way that the researchers of HCI view concepts within HCI,          
and other aspects of the field than just the research articles,           
such as lectures, design documents, workshops, etc., are        
most likely key components of the discourses that this study          
is aiming to examine. But as it’s impossible for a research           
project with limited resources to research everything       
relevant, limitations need to be put in place. As such this           
study has been carried out with the assumption that the          
examined publications serve as material that is shaped by         
the discourses active within HCI research. As the CHI         
conference is a powerful institution within HCI research,        
researching the articles that are published through it should         
give a view of what is possible to say within HCI research. 

Limiting the scope of this study to that which was          
considered to span over the phenomenological wave of HCI         
research is yet another part of this study that deserves          
discussion. As I’ve found the articles to work with a world           
view rather different to that of phenomenology, maybe the         
aim to capture the phenomenological wave of HCI wasn’t         
as effective as it could have been. Yet this perspective has           
been useful in that it can be used to argue that the way the              
history of HCI is presented in [32] is debatable, and that           
this perspective on the history of HCI might be in need of            
an extension to capture the kind of research that the articles           
surveyed in this study have presented. 
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Discourse analysis as method, when carried out as has been          
done in this study, is one that is highly dependent on the            
reading that is done of the material. The reading I made was            
shaped both by my own interests and the way I approached           
the material through my inductive reading, and I ended up          
not finding and not discussing some aspects that would be          
of interest within the material. (See the Future Work section          
for some examples of what might have been missed.) At the           
same time I would argue that the topics I did find in the             
material, and the topics I did reflect upon in the discussion           
are both relevant and provides novel perspectives. This        
approach is seldomly used within and upon HCI research,         
so this research is relatively novel and provides a new          
perspective on this part of HCI research. 

As mentioned above I haven’t been able to exhaustively         
explore the material that was examined in this study, or          
even discuss all topics I found in the material. As such the            
scope of the study might have been a bit too large for the             
scope of time I’ve had at my disposal, and as such this            
study could have been improved if it had a larger scope. 

Sustainability 
While this thesis hasn’t explicitly lifted issues of        
sustainability and sustainable development, the issues raised       
in the discussion are highly relevant within social        
sustainability. Social sustainability can be described as a        
form of sustainability that aims to solve social issues, such          
as poverty and oppression [2]. This study discusses the         
effect the idea of a universal user present in HCI research           
on intuitivity, and argues that this assumption leads to an          
understanding of people who use technology that is unable         
to take functional variance into consideration. This lack of         
knowledge of how users may vary results in technological         
designs that may be unuseable by some users, in length          
resulting in societies “adapted” to certain forms of        
functionality. As this can be seen as a socially unsustainable          
form of development, one that produces a future where         
people of non-normative functionality find large parts of        
everyday technology unuseable, the discussion present in       
this paper can be seen as being relevant to socially          
sustainable HCI research. 

Perspectives of Gender 
While sex/gender and the way these categories shape        
knowledge within HCI hasn’t been explored within this        
study, it is completely possible to study this within this kind           
of project. The search for knowledge of how science and          
academia marginalize different groups of people is central        
to the feminist epistemology that Minnich proposes [40 p.         

1-24], and knowledge of how HCI research does the same is           
central within what Bardzell calls Feminist HCI [7]. Where         
this study mainly discusses the effects of the generalization         
of the user regarding functionality, a different study could         
explore how understanding (and generalizations) regarding      
sex/gender shapes ideas about the user, providing a        
perspective on gender within HCI from a feminist        
standpoint. 

Future Work 
The works of Michel Foucault that have been used as          
inspiration for this study have a much larger scope than this           
study. Through surveying a large set of material Foucault         
produces genealogies of the discourses he explores,       
describing how they develop through time to arrive at the          
present where they currently function. This work hasn’t had         
that kind of wide perspective, but has rather worked with a           
relatively narrow time frame and produced a survey of more          
contemporary articles. A future study could approach the        
same discourse, that of intuitivity, but with a wider scope,          
and trace the changes and similarities that occur throughout         
the history of intuitivity. That study could also extend what          
kind of material is being subject to analysis, and include          
more than just articles published at the CHI conference.  

Difference in ability has turned into the main point of          
discussion in this study, as it has become visible during          
reading that this is an underrepresented group in research on          
intuitivity. Future studies can provide a richer       
understanding of how difference in ability is, or isn’t         
present within different parts HCI research. And as the         
topics of power are less prominent within research on         
intuitivity, more articles exploring how intuitivity could be        
understood in relation to differences in ability would also be          
fruitful. 

Able-bodiedness is far from the only power structure that is          
impacted by research on intuitivity, but as the scopes of this           
study have been limited all useful perspectives have not         
been explored. A future study could discuss how this         
research exclude or include other people in its research         
through the assumptions made by the users of the systems.          
Large parts of this research has been produced in the west,           
and easter Asia. Does this research exclude practices and         
experiences found in other parts of the world? Maybe this          
research produces expensive technologies that only benefit       
a small portion of the global population who have the funds           
to purchase it. How does the strive for success exclude          
people and experiences; can it happen that those who are          
seen to fail are inhibited in their actions and agency? These           
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are all possible approaches to the material that were not          
taken in this study, and there are many more that one might            
take. 

The natural is a constantly present discourse within the         
articles that have been explored in this study, but has far           
from fully been explored. A future study could conduct a          
similar study that examines how discourses of naturalness        
shape how HCI research understands technology usage. 

I would also call for a clearer writing of contemporary HCI           
history. Are we currently really a single, phenomenological        
wave? The articles surveyed in this study did not utilize the           
perspectives offered by phenomenology to the extent at        
least I would expect from a research movement described as          
phenomenological. Are there other (relevant) ways of       
writing the history of HCI? 

CONCLUSION 
Intuitivity as a term appears through a large amount of          
different perspectives in HCI research. While these different        
perspectives produce different artifacts and aim to create        
different results, they generally view intuitivity as a        
desirable quality that is to be aimed for. I argue that this            
indicates that the term intuitivity works as a floating         
signifier, and as such it works as a force that creates a            
consensus around an ideal while excluding other       
possibilities. As the surveyed articles never consider that        
their users are anything other than able-bodied, I argue that          
the search for intuitivity excludes people who do not fit the           
norm when it comes to able-bodiedness. Further research        
into how ideas of intuitivity exclude people outside the         
able-bodied norm, and other categories, is suggested.       
Additionally more work within the history of HCI is         
suggested to account for the lack of phenomenological        
perspectives in the surveyed articles, that are assumed to be          
written within a paradigm of phenomenological HCI. 
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